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The Computer-Aided Detection of Inferior Printing
Quality and Errors

Abstract—This paper describes a new approach which de-
tects inferior printing quality and errors by using a regular
PC and document scanner. Our method relies on the com-
parison of an inspected document with its referential ver-
sion. It firstly registers the images of the two documents,
and then detects any discrepancies between the aligned pix-
els or regions. Iterations of the two-step registrations with
interim interpolations introduce a sort of elastic image cor-
rection.

We confirmed experimentally that the error detection
rate for those documents with simpler structures, mostly
pictures, was about 95%, whereas with more complex doc-
uments containing a lot of text this figure is about 90%.

I. Introduction

In many cases we are still obliged to use printed matter,
even the use of e-documents is on the rise. Characteristic
examples are user manuals, directions for use, product la-
bels and similar, which all abound regarding everyday com-
mercial goods, and mostly cannot be replaced by digital,
electronic solutions. Therefore, every industrial company
using mass-production is constantly purchasing both new
and new series, printed matter, usually from a few spe-
cific printing houses. Figures from the cosmetic industry,
for example, are impressive: a multinational company uti-
lize over 350 million pieces of printed matter per year. It
is quite obvious that undetected inferior printing quality
before application onto products, may cause considerable
revenue losses.

There are at least two reasons why humans during a
company’s production inspection, may have difficulties in
detecting inferior printing quality: firstly, they probably do
not understand all the text being inspected, e.g. Chinese
characters, and secondly, their concentration and percep-
tion capability span reduces rapidly during routine activi-
ties, such as comparing two images, one referential and the
other inspected. However, the necessity for quality inspec-
tion becomes even more important for those commercial
products whose labels are regulated by law, such as warn-
ings of possible allergenic ingredients. Inspection must be
reliable, speedy and extensive, and should be automated.
All erroneous or just badly printed labels, user manuals or
imprinted packaging must be recognized and discarded.

Many commercially available devices have been devel-
oped in order to handle the inspection of imprints auto-
matically. They can be classified by the way they acquire
images. The first type of device acquires images by apply-
ing video cameras, and their usage is mainly in industrial
mass-production environments [4], [6]. Their job is to scru-
tinize the production processes, such as bottling, packing,
etc. The second type relies on scanning devices [5] and is
primarily used when dealing with printed matter. Prac-

tically all these devices require special, controlled environ-
ments for their operation. This means that images can only
be acquired under certain illuminated conditions, always in
the same position [6], and perspective. They also require
the inspected printed matter to contain additional control
markers in order to facilitate comparison with referential
specimens.

Encouraged by the collaboration of an industrial part-
ner, we decided to develop our own program package, which
should overcome the limitations of present devices for the
automated inspection of printed matter. In particular, we
wanted to abolish the additional printing of control mark-
ers and avoid the necessity for controlling the acquisition
environments. The methods applied and described in this
paper make use of advanced algorithms for image regis-
tration and are based solely on a content comparison of
the inspected images. No extra, expensive and specialized
equipment is required, because our programs run on regu-
lar PCs and utilize any document scanner.

The described printing error detection procedure regis-
ters an inspected image to the referential one and then
compares them for possible discrepancies in a pixel-by-pixel
manner. Section II reveals the theoretical background for
our computer implementation. Section III describes briefly
the graphical user interface along with its operation and
functions. Section IV is devoted to experiments with arti-
ficially introduced printing errors and also with real exam-
ples of inferior printing quality. We assessed the sensitivity
and positive predictivity of our algorithms in noisy envi-
ronments with different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The
last section discusses the obtained results and concludes
the paper.

II. Automated printing error detection

Our prototype solution for automated printing error de-
tection assumes the inspected documents are scanned, so
that their internal computer representation is by bit im-
ages. By firstly scanning a referential document, and then
the inspected one, computer-aided printing error detection
can be accomplished by a comparison of the obtained im-
ages (Fig. 1). This is the reason why, in the reminder of
our paper, we talk about images and do not discriminate
whether they originated as product labels, user manuals,
or package imprints.

Printing quality inspection must be reliable and suitably
accurate, regardless of the type of document inspected.
This depends on the scanning resolution, i.e. the image
resolution, on the one hand and on the image comparison
procedure on the other. Based on industrial experience [8],
printing discrepancies smaller than 0.2 mm in diameter are
undetected by the naked eye. It is, therefore, sufficient that
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Fig. 1. Recognition system using a scanner to acquire a referen-
tial and inspected image and a PC for possible inferior printing
quality detection.

automated error detection draws the inspector’s attention
only to those regions surpassing the following diameter:

d ≥ L

25.4
0.2 [dots] (1)

where L stands for image resolution in dots per inch (dpi).
Dealing with 300 dpi, the smallest erroneous region looked
for would then be 2 to 3 pixels in diameter.

After scanning two documents, a referential one and an
inspected one, the obtained images’ positions and orienta-
tion are expressed within the scanner coordinate system.
It is clear, that without any special precautions, the two
images would appear translated and rotated towards each
other. In order to compare their content for possible print-
ing discrepancies, they have firstly to be totally aligned.

We applied image registration to compensate for rotation
and translation. From among several possible registration
techniques, we decided on affine transformations [2], pri-
marily because of favourable reports on its flexible and suc-
cessful implementation regarding medical images [1]. How-
ever, this kind of registration is prone to missing the global
registration optimum, if the images to be aligned are very
complex and considerably displaced. Therefore, we propose
a two-step registration procedure, where a coarser align-
ment of the images precedes the affine transformation.

A. Coarse image registration

Our approach applies alignment of the images’ centres of
gravity. Firstly, we binarize each image based on the grey-
level histogram they produce [2]. Our goal is to separate
the image background from the foreground’s contents. We
assume that the grey-levels representing the background
pixels appear most frequently. So we start our binarization
by a global maximum search of the histogram. From this
point, we descent down both sides until the left and right
minimums are reached. The two minimums determine the
grey-level interval supposedly belonging to the image back-
ground. However, real histograms are not smooth and uni-
modal. This may cause the background search to terminate
prematurely due to some noise disturbance. To minimize
the uncertainty, we continue searching for the histogram
minimums over six additional iterations. Each successive
iteration tolerates just one discontinuity more, in the de-
scent from the global maximum, i.e. the first iteration one
discontinuity, the second two, etc.

The described procedure generates six pairs of grey-level
thresholds for the presumed background both in the ref-
erential and inspected images. These thresholds are then
used in the following step for image binarization. The bina-
rized images are then calculated for their centres of gravity,
as shown by Eqs. (2):

ti =
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

b(x, y)

xti
=

∑M
x=1

∑N
y=1 b(x, y) · x
ti

(2)

yti
=

∑M
x=1

∑N
y=1 b(x, y) · y
ti

where ti stands for the number of used pixels, b(x, y) means
an M × N binarized image, while x and y determine the
pixel coordinates.

The corresponding pairs of binarized referential and in-
spected images are then aligned with their centres, in order
to determine the mean square error (MSE) between them.
For the i-th pair of images, it is calculated as D(i):

D(i) =

√√√√ M∑
x=1

N∑
y=1

[pi(x, y, t)− pi(x, y, t− 1)]2 (3)

where pi(x, y, t) and pi(x, y, t − 1) represent the pixel val-
ues of the i-th pair of images, the referential denoted by
argument t, the inspected by t− 1.

After assessing all six pairs, the one with the minimum
D(i) is selected for further processing. We have to be aware
that image alignment according to their centres of gravity
partially eliminates the translation differences, while the
rotation matching still has to be achieved. We decided to
rotate the inspected image over a range from -5◦ to 5◦,
utilizing MSE, to determine the best registered location.
To speed up the process, we started in 5◦ steps and continue
with 1◦ refinement only from the best 5◦ position, limited
to a range of -4◦ to 4◦. Interpolation [3] is used when image
rotation is applied in order to overcome the quantisation
limitations.

Finally, after the rotation match is obtained, additional
translation compensation is applied in a locally limited way.
The inspected image is firstly translated in steps of two
pixels, and then in steps of one pixel, until the optimum
match is discovered with respect to MSE.

B. Fine image registration

Coarse image alignment cannot guarantee such precise
image matching, that the inferior printing quality discrep-
ancies can be detected reliably. Furthermore refinement
must be taken into account. We implemented image reg-
istration [1] based on affine transformation iterations and
intermediate image interpolation. This approach proved
an extra elastic image correction capability.

Summarize the approach from [1] and apply the image
pixels notation from the previous subsection: let p(x, y, t)
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and p(x, y, t − 1) stand for the pixels of referential and
inspected images, respectively. An affine transformation
can be used for a rigid registration of one image to the
other:

p(x, y, t) = p(m1x + m2y + m5,m3x + m4y + m6, t− 1) (4)

where parameters from m1 to m6 denote the affine trans-
formation parameters.

Using Eq. (4), we can estimate the registration square
error between the inspected and referential image as fol-
lows:

E(~m) =
∑M

x=1

∑N
y=1[p(x, y, t)

−p(m1x + m2y + m5,m3x + m4y + m6, t− 1)]2 (5)

The estimated error in (5) may be minimized by prop-
erly defined affine parameters. To calculate them, they
must appear in explicit form, which is not the case in Eq.
(5). Therefore, the first-order Taylor series is applied, ap-
proximating the error function as follows:

E(~m) ≈
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

{p(x, y, t)− [p(x, y, t)

+(m1x + m2y + m5 − x)px(x, y, t) (6)
+(m3x + m4y + m6 − y)py(x, y, t)

−pt(x, y, t)]}2

where px, py and pt designate the spatial derivatives ac-
cording to x, y and t, respectively. A considerable sim-
plification of Eq. (6) is possible if the following expres-
sions are introduced: ~c = [xpx, ypx, xpy, ypy, px, py]T and
k = pt + xpx + ypy. The approximation error function (6)
substitutes into:

E(~m) ≈
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

(
k − ~cT ~m

)2

(7)

By taking the partial derivatives to the parameters m of
(7) and making it equal to 0, the final values for ~m yield:

~m =

(
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

~c ~cT

)(
M∑

x=1

N∑
y=1

~ck

)
(8)

The registration parameters obtained by Eq. (8) are
merely one step when converging towards the best image
fit. It should be understood that the compared images
may not have exactly the same contents and size. More-
over, the mathematical approximations applied cause the
performed registration to reach only the nearest local op-
timum, in the MSE sense. Search for the global optimum
must continue over several iterations, until the MSE de-
creases. After each iteration, an interim interpolation is
applied to both the referential and inspected images, a half
of the calculated rotational and translational adjustment to
each image. Such a solution keeps the interpolation-caused
degradation at approximately the same in both images, and

Fig. 4. Graphical user interface: the central working area always
shows a selected image, the buttons on the right-hand side turn
on the steps for automated image registration and error detection,
while the buttons at the interface’s bottom control the manual
image registration and supervision.

prevents the generation of artificial discrepancies which are
too obvious.

Fine image registration is conducted using grey-level im-
ages to speed up the process. In the end, cumulative affine
parameters are used to also align the original colour images.

III. Computer implementation

A computer prototype application was implemented ac-
cording to the proposed solutions from Section II. Fig. 4
depicts the layout of the implemented graphical user inter-
face.

The central working area is designed for displaying the
overlaid referential and inspected images over all steps,
from their loading and registration, to their printing er-
ror detection. It can also depict only a single image if so
selected by buttons at the bottom of the user interface.

The buttons on the right-hand side of the screen turn
on the steps for automated image registration and error
detection. Coarse registration can be done with four initial
rotations of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, or 270◦, which are followed by
rotations over a preselected interval, as described in Section
II.

The step for fine registration can be done either on grey-
level images or colour images, according to selection in the
lower right part of the user interface. The upper three
sliders above set the thresholds for the individual colour
planes (red, green, blue), respectively, while the fourth one
controls the threshold for the minimum erroneous regions
to be displayed.

The right-hand side’s bottom button turns on low-pass
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity (left) and positive predictivity (right) for images with simpler motives.

Fig. 3. Sensitivity (left) and positive predictivity (right) for images with more complex (textual) motives.

filtering. A 3×3 convolution matrix with all elements equal
to 1 smooths the image, and eliminates possible unimpor-
tant discrepancies.

The array of 9 buttons at the bottom of the user interface
control manual image registration, by rotating and shifting
one image against the other. This option may rescue rare
situations where automatic image registration could not
succeed in a satisfactory image overlay.

The bottom row of buttons on the screen (bottom left
in Fig. 4) turn on different presentations of the recognized
printing errors. The left three correspond to the individual
colour planes, while the forth one displays all the detected
errors altogether.

IV. Results of computer-aided error detection

Differences in the aligned pixel values of two registered
images are caused by two sources: some of them belong
to real discrepancies between images, the others, however,
emerge during the process of registration (we are going to
call them ”phantom errors”, and they are negligible from
the inspection point of view). Real discrepancies can fur-
ther be divided into smaller, less expressive on the one
hand, and more important, actually clearly visible print-
ing errors on the other. An inspector’s attention must be
drawn primarily to the latter ones.

Therefore, we decided to initially visualize only those dis-
crepancies whose magnitude exceeds 3 standard deviations
(according to the variance of image differences). Supposing
the discrepancies’ distribution Gaussian emphasizes about

0.3 % of the most evident errors [7]. Of course, the func-
tionality of the user interface makes for easy lowering, or
even increasing, of the threshold.

We assessed the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed
printing error detection approach by experimenting, using
two different methods. Firstly, we used an image and its
exact copy as a pair for comparison, whereas the image
copy had been corrupted by artificial, randomly added er-
rors. The second type of experiment was completed on real
image pairs whose discrepancies had been annotated by hu-
man observers. A number of image pairs was statistically
assessed by sensitivity and positive predictivity, according
to the threshold the image discrepancies were expected to
exceed.

A. Assessment of images with artificially added errors

Two simpler and two complex images were selected, pro-
vided by our industrial partner. A pair of identical images
was used for each selection, where random error regions
were inserted in one of the images. The number of inserted
regions varied, but no more than 30 regions were inserted,
each from 1 to 10 pixels in diameter. Two kinds of errors
were applied with equal probability: the first group repre-
sents a complete colour mismatch from the original colour
values at randomly chosen location, while the second group
encompasses errors obtained merely by random toning of
the original colour values.

After adding between 60 and 70 random errors to the
four given images, the sensitivity and positive predictivity
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Fig. 5. Image analysis for ”Fa”: the errors marked with circles by a human observer (left), and automatically by our algorithm (right).

Fig. 6. Image analysis for ”Silk-Flex”: the errors marked with circles by a human observer (left), automatically detected by our algorithm
(middle), and automatically grouped in big enough regions (right).

were calculated in three independent simulation runs, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 left and right, respectively. The
results from Fig. 2 were obtained on images with simpler,
graphical contents, while the charts from Fig. 3 delineate
statistics for more complex motifs containing a lot of text,
such as user manuals.

Points marked with diamonds in all the charts stand for
the default thresholds used in the initial visualization of
the most expressive errors (upper 0.3%).

B. Assessment of real images

In contrast to the first validation attempt, pairs of im-
ages were selected here, which contained a good, referential
image and an image with regions of errors that could be
detected by the naked eye.

Fig. 5 shows an example of image analysis for the la-
bel ”Fa”. On the left, visible errors were encircled by a
human observer, while on the right the detection results
of our algorithm are shown as obtained using the default
threshold setting of 3 standard deviations. The computer-

aided error detection discovered a lot more discrepancies
than the human observer, some of them very subtle. But
even more importantly, the automated detection revealed
all the errors perceived by the human.

Similar results can be observed in the analysis of label
”Silk-Flex”, although this label appears very complex and
with a lot of text on it. Fig. 6 depicts three subimages: on
the left, printing errors are encircled as perceived by a hu-
man observer; in the middle, the discrepancies as disclosed
by our computer algorithm are marked; and on the right,
the detected discrepancies are grouped and only those re-
gions greater than a preselected area are shown.

To minimize the number of phantom and doubtfully in-
dicated errors, two possible solutions can be followed. The
first is to simply increase the threshold for the pixel differ-
ences to be detected. However, in this way some important
erroneous regions might be omitted because they remain
below the (too high) threshold. So, a better solution seems
to be not to use higher thresholds than the default ones, but
to refine detection by neglecting small discrepancy regions
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TABLE I

Computational complexity [in seconds]

Image Coarse Fine Gray-level Cumulative Colour Gray-level Colour
[dpi] registr. registr. detection columns 2, 3, 4 detection + regions + regions

Fa [100] 3 9 1 14 2 1 1
Fa [200] 5 43 3 51 5 1 2
Fa [300] 11 200 8 219 11 2 4

Silk-Flex [100] 5 72 3 80 4 1 3
Silk-Flex [200] 15 136 9 160 11 2 5
Silk-Flex [300] 31 887 18 936 19 6 13

whose areas cannot be seen by the naked eye. For instance,
based on [8] and with an image resolution of 300×300 dpi,
such a thresholding area means 3×3 pixels. This figure was
also used in the selection of the most important erroneous
regions in Fig. 6, right.

C. Computational complexity of used algorithms

As one would expect, it turns out that the most time
consuming part of the proposed detection algorithm is fine
image registration. It comprises the affine transformation
and interpolation procedures, which are applied to the indi-
vidual pixels. The time needed to compute each iteration
increases linearly with the number of pixels used, which,
on the other hand, depends on the images’ dimensions n.
Therefore, the overall computational complexity is propor-
tional to O(n2).

The times needed for image registration and error detec-
tion were measured using different image sizes. All mea-
surements were performed on a PC with Pentium M 1600
MHz processor and 512 MB of RAM. The results are de-
picted in Table I for two selected images (the first with sim-
ple and the second with complex contents). Three different
resolutions were taken into account (written in brackets).
At first glance, quadratic computational complexity is not
as obvious as one would expect, especially during the reg-
istration procedures. This is due to the different number
of iterations needed to complete the registrations (it varies
based on image content). But the figures fit when looking
at the times needed for each iteration alone.

V. Conclusion

As seen in Section IV, the described approach to
computer-aided error detection in printed matter proves
itself to be exact and reliable. Based on the described as-
sessments, we found that when dealing with simple images,
about 95% of all real errors were detetcted on average, and
about 90% when dealing with more complex, textual im-
ages.

Our prototype printing error detection computer pro-
gram has also undergone extreme testing in an industrial
environment. It was used over a couple of months during
everyday inspection routine for printed matter. The most
severe drawback reported was the long detection times. For
example, the registration of 300 dpi images with complex
textual content can take up to 15 minutes (see Table I).

A minor remark was that tiny phantom errors may appear
which disturb the inspector. This problem is easily over-
come by increasing the thresholds.

The problem of excessive detection duration will have to
be solved by an optimization of the registration and inter-
polation procedures. When considering the coarse image
registration, a solution in the frequency domain seems ap-
pealing, where the translational and rotational information
can be extracted from the phase and amplitude spectra, re-
spectively. Fine image registration must be optimized even
more. One of the ways we are presently researching tries
to minimize the quantity of data included in the computa-
tion, at each iteration. We can do this by using images with
lower resolution or taking into registration only an image’s
segment. Afterwards, the obtained registration parameters
would be applied to the original-size images. For the time
being, a second optimization attempt with partial images
seems the most promising.
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